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U
ltrathin insulating films provide pre-
cise electrostatic coupling and elec-
tron tunneling from a conduct-

ing substrate to a second electrode or to
adsorbed nanostructures.1 Such films have
long served as gate insulators and tunnel
junctions,2 and they are gaining use as
tunable catalytic surfaces3 and substrates
formagneticnanostructures.4Magnesiumoxide
(MgO) films inparticular are increasingly used
in these roles5�9 and canbegrownepitaxially
with monolayer thickness control. The pre-
cise film thickness and structure determines
the coupling, so techniques to characterize
the films at the atomic scale are essential.
Herewe showhow scanning probemeth-

ods can be used not only to determine the
exact local film thickness of a thin insulator
but also to resolve its three-dimensional
structure.We use scanning tunnelingmicro-
scopy (STM) and conductive atomic force
microscopy (AFM), which is a combination
of STM and standard AFM,10�12 to measure
the richly varied structure of thin MgO films
grown on Ag(001) and to determine the
MgO thickness as well as the topography
of theburiedMgO�Ag interface. In conductive
AFM, we record the tunnel current while

scanning the tip with constant force inter-
action over the surface (Figure 1a). This
allows us to characterize the full three-
dimensional structure of the thin insulator
with atomic resolution and reveals the
rather complex morphology of MgO on
Ag. On the basis of our conductive AFM
measurements, we demonstrate a method
to determine the structure of the thin in-
sulating film solely based on STMbymaking
use of the electronic properties of MgO
films. We show that the latter approach is
only feasible in high-quality thin films and
results in a lateral resolution of about 2 nm.
The two techniques for thickness determi-
nation can be adapted in a straightforward
way to thin films of other insulating materi-
als on conducting substrates.
Aspects of the structure of different ultra-

thin films, including MgO, have previously
been studied with various scanning probe
techniques. In particular, electronic proper-
ties of thin MgO films on various metal
substrates have been investigated with
STM.13�15 These properties were then ap-
plied to determine some aspects of the
MgO thickness.16,17 Atomic-scale spatial re-
solution with AFM has been demonstrated
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ABSTRACT The increasing technological importance of thin insulating layers calls for a thorough under-

standing of their structure. Here we apply scanning probe methods to investigate the structure of ultrathin

magnesium oxide (MgO) which is the insulating material of choice in spintronic applications. A combination of

force and current measurements gives high spatial resolution maps of the local three-dimensional insulator

structure. When force measurements are not available, a lower spatial resolution can be obtained from tunneling

images at different voltages. These broadly applicable techniques reveal a previously unknown complexity in the

structure of MgO on Ag(001), such as steps in the insulator�metal interface.

KEYWORDS: magnesium oxide . atomic force microscopy . conductive AFM . scanning tunneling microscopy .
thickness determination . thin oxide films . thin insulating films
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on cleaved MgO(001) single crystals and MgO thin
films.18,19 The combined use of AFM and STM on MgO
has been used to distinguish between different kinds
of defects20 and to determine work function shifts.21

Here we use the combination of scanning probe
techniques to determine the three-dimensional struc-
ture of the MgO films and to image the topography of
the MgO/Ag interface. Conductive AFM on large areas
has been used as a method for the thickness determi-
nation on a different material, aluminum oxide on Co,
but lacked lateral atomic resolution.22 Electronic con-
trasts in STM were used on nickel oxide on Ag to
determine the insulator thicknesses locally.23 Here we
show that onMgO a careful thickness determination of
the thin insulating films with conductive AFM is
needed to properly interpret the varied bias-depen-
dent contrasts observed in STM.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The thin films of MgO on Ag(001) were grown in a
room temperature vacuum chamber and transferred in
vacuum to the cold scanning probe microscope (see
Methods for details). All experiments were performed
with a home-built STM/AFM operating at low tempera-
ture (6 K) and in ultrahigh vacuum. Themicroscope has
a force sensor with a conductive probe tip.24 The
simultaneous recording of force and tunneling current
(Figure 1a) allows the characterization of MgO films
with atomic-scale lateral as well as vertical thickness
resolution. The force channel maps the topography of
the surface and is used to regulate the tip�sample
distance, while at the same time, the tunnel current
channel maps the thickness of the MgO layer.
In AFM operation, we detect the frequency shift

(FM-AFM) of the cantilever due to the tip's interaction
with the surface.26 The cantilever operates at small
constant oscillation amplitude (∼0.1 nm peak-to-peak)
and is sensitive primarily to the force gradient of the
atomic-scale junction, rather than to background
forces between the larger-scale tip and the surface.27

An AFM image of a typical MgO sample recorded at
a constant frequency shift of Δf = �25 Hz is shown

in Figure 2a. This frequency shift corresponds to an
attractive interaction with a force gradient of 4 N/m
(seeMethods), which is about a tenth of the stiffness of
a single chemical bond (10�100 N/m). Subject to such
strong force interaction, the tip is near mechanical
contact with the surface, and the AFM image reveals

Figure 2. Comparison of AFM and tunnel current measure-
ments over several MgO layers. (a) AFM topography of∼2ML
MgO grown on Ag(001) (Δf = �25 Hz, V = �5 mV, 20 �
20 nm2). (b) Simultaneously with the AFM topography, the
tunnel current is recorded. Changes in the current are due to
changes in the thickness of theMgObarrier between the tip
and the Ag substrate. The tunnel current image (b) differs
significantly from the topography (a), which indicates dif-
ferent local MgO thickness and subsurface Ag steps. This
complex sample structure is schematically shown in (c�e).
(c) Topography of the top surface of the MgO (schematic
drawing of (a)). (d) Thickness of the MgO (without the Ag
substrate), which is indicated directly by the current image
in (b). (e) Schematic drawing of the underlying Ag topo-
graphy inferred from (a) and (b) (see text). (The dotted line
indicates a MgO thickness change associated with a surface
step.) (f) Atomic resolution in an enlarged view of (a) (area
indicated in (a,b), 5.6 � 5.6 nm2). The atomic resolution
continues over one and two monolayers of MgO, as well as
over an underlying Ag step which is not accompanied by a
change in the MgO thickness.

Figure 1. Combined STM and AFM setup. (a) STM tip is
mounted on an AFM cantilever to allow simultaneous
measurements of the force between the tip and the surface
of the insulating film and the current to the underlying Ag
substrate. (b) Top view of the MgO film on Ag(001). Oxygen
atoms are on top of the Ag atoms and the magnesium
atoms in the hollow sites.25 MgO preferably forms edges
along the nonpolar direction, with alternating oxygen and
magnesium atoms along the edge.
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the surface topography of the MgO film on Ag(001).
We observe∼5 nm wide terraces with a step height of
0.20 ( 0.01 nm between neighboring terraces. This
step height agrees well with the bulk MgO atomic layer
thickness of 0.21 nm.28

While acquiring this AFM image, a small surface-to-
tip bias voltagewas applied (V=�5mV) and the tunnel
current (I) was recorded (Figure 2b). At this lowbias, the
MgO has no electronic states accessible to tunnel-
ing electrons. It acts as an insulating tunneling
barrier similar to the vacuum tunnel junction albeit
with different barrier height. The tunnel current image
(Figure 2b) is remarkably different from the AFM topo-
graphic image (Figure 2a): changes in the current often
do not coincide with steps in the AFM topograph. In
tunnel junctions, the tunnel current is exponentially
sensitive to the width of the barrier between the tip
and the conducting substrate. Differences in this cur-
rent thus provide a sensitive measure of the insulating
film thickness;the thicker the film, the smaller the
tunnel current. We find that the tunnel current de-
creases by a factor of∼8 for each additional monolayer
of MgO. The comparison of Figure 2a,b shows that
MgO changes its thickness not only at steps related to
the surface topography but also at locations where the
surface is smooth, which indicates that there must be
additional steps in the underlying substrate. The sche-
matic drawings in Figure 2 illustrate the resulting three-
dimensional structure of the thin MgO film by inde-
pendently showingthetopographyof thesurface�vacuum
interface (c), the MgO thickness (d), and the topogra-
phy of the underlying Ag substrate (e) of the same area.
Magnesium oxide on Ag(001) grows with the oxy-

gen atoms on top of the Ag atoms and themagnesium
atoms in the hollow sites (Figure 1a).25,29,30 Individual
atomic layers of MgO are known to terminate prefer-
ably along nonpolar edges, in which oxygen and
magnesium atoms are alternating along the edge
(Figure 1b).29,30 Figure 2b shows that most changes of
the MgO thickness occur by forming such nonpolar
edges (45� to the image axes in the figure). Nonpolar
MgO edges occur both atop the MgO film and at the
buried MgO/Ag interface, where a matching Ag step
occurs in order to preserve the crystalline order.
In addition to the nonpolar MgO edges, the underlying
Ag substrate in Figure 2 also shows a step parallel to a
polar MgO direction (vertical feature along left edge in
Figure 2a,e). However, Figure 2b shows that the thick-
ness of the MgO film does not change along that Ag
edge. A magnified view of the AFM topography above
part of this feature (Figure 2f) reveals that MgO layers
avoid forming what would be a polar step edge, by
using a carpet-like growth mode, in which the film is
draped smoothly over the Ag step without introducing
any edges in the MgO layers.31,32 This carpet-like
growth appears in both single- and double-layered
MgO regions of this figure.

Repeated cycles of sputtering and annealing of the
silver crystal leave a flat Ag surface with atomically flat
terraces of∼100 nm width as verified by STM imaging
before MgO film deposition. We therefore conclude
that most of the observed steps at the MgO/Ag
interface arise during the epitaxial growth of the
MgO,which is consistent with the occurrence ofmostly
nonpolar step edges. For submonolayer MgO, an
AFM image and its corresponding tunneling current
image are shown in Figure 3b,c. The AFM topography
(Figure 3b) and simultaneously acquired tunnel current
(Figure 3c) show single monolayer MgO islands

Figure 3. Embedded MgO islands on Ag(001). (a) STM topo-
graphy shows single monolayer MgO islands (I = 0.1 nA,
V = 3 V, 35 � 35 nm2). (b) AFM topography (constant Δf =
�22.5 Hz, so tip is near contact with the surface) showsMgO
islands embedded in the Ag substrate. The top surface
of the MgO is coplanar with the Ag region (right side of
the image, 5� 10 nm2) or recessed by onemonolayer (left).
(c) Tunnel current image obtained simultaneously with
the AFM topography (V = �10 mV) distinguishes regions
covered by one monolayer of MgO from bare Ag regions.
(d) Constant-current STM topography of the same area
recorded at high bias in order to tunnel into the surface
state of the MgO (I = 0.1 nA, V = 3 V). (e) Schematic cross
section of the surface. Comparison between the two topo-
graphies (b,d) indicates an apparent height of 0.6 nm for the
first monolayer of MgO in STM imaging at 3 V.
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embedded into the Ag substrate. The AFM image
shows the two most frequently observed cases: the
top surface of the MgO lies in essentially the same
plane as the adjacent region of bare Ag(001) (right side
of figure), or it lies onemonolayer below (left side). The
current image (Figure 3c) recorded simultaneously
with the AFM topography (V = �10 mV) shows clear
differences between the MgO islands and the bare Ag
substrate. The current decreases by a factor of ∼13
when moving the tip from the metal to the first
monolayer of MgO. Samples prepared with submono-
layer MgO coverage predominantly show areas having
only one monolayer of MgO. It therefore appears
that MgO starts growing in single layers unlike NaCl,
which often occurs in double layers first.33 The con-
ductance measured on these one monolayer MgO
islands closely matches that observed for the lowest
MgO thickness seen in the∼2 ML sample of Figure 2b,
which corroborates the assignment of 1 ML to those
regions. The observed embedded islands indicate that
the MgO prefers to terminate its edges at a matching
Ag step rather than at the vacuum interface. Such
embedded structures have been predicted to be
energetically favorable over islands on top of the Ag
substrate.30

These conductive AFM results reveal a surprising
variety in the morphology of MgO films on Ag(001),
in which embedded islands are intermixed with
on-top islands and carpet-like coverage of some Ag
steps. Some of these observed features, such as
embedded islands for submonolayer coverage, have
been observed previously.14,16 Here we show how
thicker oxide films of MgO also form islands at the
MgO/Ag interface, where they terminate at match-
ing Ag steps, rather than forming a continuous first
monolayer.
Scanning tunneling microscopy can be used to

further investigate the electronic properties of the
MgO films. In particular, electronic states close to the
surface can be identified with tunneling spectroscopy.
The bare Ag substrate shows a flat dz/dV spectrum
between 0.5 and 4 V (not shown), while the MgO film
shows two prominent dz/dV peaks (Figure 4). These
peaks have been previously identified as correspond-
ing to the interface state between the Ag(001) and the
MgOat∼2 V and aMgO surface state (or its conduction
band edge) at ∼2.5 V.14,29,34,35 Figure 4a shows a
continuous line of dz/dV spectra, sweeping the tip
laterally over 1�4 monolayers of MgO (Figure 4b,c).
This spectral map shows the evolution of the elec-
tronic states as the tip passes over a variety of sur-
face features: the MgO/Ag interface state remains
roughly constant in magnitude, while the MgO state
shows a strong dependence on the film thickness.
(For a comparison between dz/dV and previous
thickness-dependent spectroscopic STM methods,14

see Supporting Information.)

A bias of 3 V or more is commonly used in STM
images of MgO thin films.13,14 This voltage is well
above the dz/dV peak associated with the MgO state,
so tunneling into the surface of the MgO is allowed.
Thus these images resemble the surface topography
of the MgO (see Figure 5a, compared to Figure 2a).
However, when the bias voltage is below the char-
acteristic MgO state (e.g., 2 V), the electrons can only
tunnel into the interface state or into the Ag sub-
strate directly (Figure 5b), which gives a distinctly
different image.13,16,17 The 2 V image contains in-
formation about the topography of the metal sur-
face below the thin insulating layer, modulated by
the thickness of the film. In Figure 5c, we show the
difference of those two scanning voltages, which can
be understood as the difference between scanning
the top of the MgO and scanning the interface
between the oxide and the metal substrate, and thus
the “bottom” of the MgO. Such a difference image
therefore reveals the thickness of the MgO. Indeed,
the STM difference image (Figure 5c) shows the same
MgO thickness map as the conductive AFM image
(Figure 2b), albeit with reduced spatial resolution. At
these voltages, the difference between individual
MgO layers appears as a height change of ∼0.1 nm
(Figure 5d).
These measurements show that thickness determi-

nation can be carried out by a STM-only method on
scanning probe systems without AFM capability. How-
ever, when using STM on a submonolayer coverage of

Figure 4. dz/dV spectroscopy over MgO of different
thickness. Numerical derivative dz/dV of z(V) spectra in
constant-current mode (I = 10 pA). (a) Sequence of dz/dV
spectra recorded along a line across the surface. The
dz/dV signal is plotted color-coded as a function of lat-
eral position and voltage (white, low signal; dark, high
signal). MgO has two characteristic states: an interface
state at ∼2 V (state at the interface between the Ag and
MgO) and a surface state at ∼2.5 V.14 The line of spectra
in (a) extends over 1�4 monolayers of magnesium oxide,
with changes on the surface as well as in the underlying
interface (b,c). (b) STM topograph (V = 3 V, I = 10 pA)
shows the top surface of the MgO. (c) Schematic drawing
of the same area. The MgO states are perturbed for
several nanometers around locations where the MgO
thickness changes.
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MgO, care should be taken with the STM-only tech-
nique since embedded islands, as shown in Figure 3,
appear as tall protrusions with respect to the Ag
substrate. For example, the MgO island that appears
0.2 nm lower than the Ag substrate in the AFM channel
(Figure 3a) appears as a 0.2 nm protrusion in STM
imaging (Figure 3d). This thus carries the risk of assign-
ing these apparent 0.2 nm protrusions as MgO islands
grown atop the Ag substrate.16,17 Here we use the AFM
channel to unambiguously show that these islands are
embedded into the Ag surface.
By comparing the STM and AFM measurements, we

can draw two important conclusions. First, as long as
the surface is covered with more than a full monolayer
of MgO, we find that STM imaging at ∼3 V gives an

accurate representation of the surface topography
(compare the AFM image of Figure 2a with the STM
image of Figure 5a). However, for submonolayer cover-
age of MgO, where some bare Ag regions are exposed,
these STM images at high bias do not represent the
surface topography as revealed by AFM (Figure 3). The
large apparent height in STM (Figure 3d) of the first
monolayer is presumably due to the reduced barrier
energy (work function) aboveMgOcompared tobareAg.
Second, Figure 4a shows that the MgO state and the

MgO/Ag interface state are clearly resolved only∼2 nm
laterally away from any step edges. This is true for both
surface and buriedMgO steps. This wide border area of
the MgO island's electronic structure also becomes
visible by comparing the AFM and STM images, where
the steps in the STM topography do not appear as
sharp edges. Thickness determination with STM-only
measurements thus yields an effective spatial resolu-
tion of 2 nm and requires samples with sufficiently
large insulator terraces.

CONCLUSIONS

The present paper demonstrates measurement of
the thickness of a thin insulating film on a metal
substrate with high spatial resolution scanning probe
methods. Simultaneous AFM and STM measurements
are used to give a clear picture of the complex three-
dimensional structure of thin magnesium oxide films
on Ag(001). We find that thickness changes can occur
independently from surface steps revealing embedded
islands and carpet-like growth of MgO films. The
techniques presented here for the three-dimensional
thickness determination should be applicable to other
thin insulating films and should thus open new possi-
bilities for thickness-dependent studies such as tuning
the decoupling of individual atoms or molecules
from their metal substrate or for studying thickness-
dependent catalytic reactions on the surface of thin
insulators.

METHODS

Sample Preparation. The protocol for growing MgO films on
Ag(001) is similar to that used in earlier publications.14,16,35 The
Ag surface was cleaned by repeated cycles of sputtering (Arþ,
pAr = 2� 10�6 Torr, 1 keV, 6 min) followed by annealing (680 K,
5 min) to obtain a clean Ag surface. After these cleaning cycles,
the impurities were below the detection limit of an Auger
electron spectrometer and STM images revealed a clean Ag
substrate.

MgO thin films were epitaxially grown on the clean Ag(001)
crystal by evaporating Mg onto the ∼480 K surface, while
exposing the surface tomolecular oxygen gas (pO2

= 1� 10�6 Torr).
Themagnesium evaporation source was a homemade Knudsen
cell kept at ∼620 K and mounted 15 cm from the Ag surface to
achieve a growth rate of∼1MLperminute. The filmpreparation
was done in the room temperature vacuum chamber, and the
sample was passed through ultrahigh vacuum to the cold STM/
AFM directly after the growth.

AFM/STM. The AFM measurements were done using an AFM
with the qPlus sensor design having a resonance frequency of
f0 = 21 860 Hz and a spring constant k0 of ∼1800 N m�1.24

Oscillation amplitude was ∼0.1 nm peak-to-peak. The force
gradient is well approximated by k = 2� k0 � (Δf/f0).

27 A metal
STM tip made of Ir, likely coated with Ag from the sample,
was mounted on the AFM cantilever to allow simultaneous
measurements of the current and force gradient.

dz/dV Measurements. For the dz/dV measurements, the tip
height (z) is recorded while voltage sweeps at constant current
(closed feedback loop) are performed and subsequently the
numerical derivative of the z(V) curve is calculated. For
Figure 4a, the tip was moved laterally by 0.1 nm between each
recorded z(V) spectrum. The observed peaks, or states, obtained
with dz/dV are systematically shifted with respect to some
literature values14 due to the specific spectroscopy method
applied (see Supporting Information).

Conflict of Interest: The authors declare no competing
financial interest.

Figure 5. MgO thickness determinationwith STM.Measure-
ments of the same area as in Figure 2 on ∼2 ML MgO/
Ag(001). (a) STM image at 3 V, where electrons are tunneling
into the surface state (compare to Figure 2a,c), and (b) at 2 V,
which corresponds to tunneling into theMgO�Ag interface
or the Ag substrate (Figure 2e). (c) Difference between the 3
and 2 V images, which is comparable to Figure 2b,d. This
difference is therefore an alternative way to determine the
thicknessof theMgO. (d) Line cutsof all three images. I=0.1nA
in all images, 20 � 20 nm2.
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